Fabrication of integrated polysilicon waveguides for mid-infrared absorption sensing
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Abstract. The increasing popularity of environments equipped with sensors for convenience and with safety features, as in, for example, smart homes, greenhouses, or the interior of modern cars, demands a variety of sensor systems. In this respect, the sensing of ambient gases in the sense of air quality monitoring or leakage detection is one of the prominent applications. However, even though there are many different systems already available, the trend goes towards smaller and rather inconspicuous sensors which are embedded in the environment. We present the fabrication and characterization of integrated waveguides, which constitute an interesting platform for absorption spectroscopy in the mid-infrared (mid-IR) using the evanescent field of guided modes interacting with the analyte, thus leading to the absorption-induced attenuation of the mode. Corresponding simulations, characterizing the efficiency of the desired interaction, predict values for the confinement factor \( \Gamma \) and the intrinsic damping \( D \) for a waveguide geometry, which is then characterized by measurements. Furthermore, we discuss how these waveguides could be part of an integrated, non-dispersive, mid-IR sensor system fully integrated on a single chip. In this context, we present a way to maintain the quality of waveguides throughout the entire workflow needed to integrate a pyroelectric IR detector based on aluminum nitride (AlN).

1 Introduction

The advances in the development of sensor-controlled environments over the past decade have fueled the demand for a wide variety of sensor systems able to perform environmental sensing. In this context, micro-fabricated sensors are especially of great interest, as many applications allow only a small footprint. Talking about ambient gas monitoring, the market provides different solutions based on photo-acoustic (PAS) or non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) sensing, with both still facing the challenge of being miniaturized (Eberl et al., 2019; Ranacher et al., 2019; Ng et al., 2021; Lavchiev and Jakoby, 2017).

In order to tackle this challenge, we aim to develop a monolithic, fully integrated NDIR sensor system for on-chip gas measurements. A schematic of the envisioned sensor system is shown in Fig. 1. The system’s key components are a thermal emitter, as source of radiation, a spectral filter for wavelength selectivity (central wavelength of 4.24 µm), a waveguide as the area of interaction between the guided radiation and the ambient atmosphere, and a detector for mid-IR radiation. In the given schematic, a phosphorus-doped polysilicon wire equipped with metal pads forms the thermal emitter. The pyroelectric IR detector shown is composed of doped polysilicon, aluminum nitride (AlN), and a metal layer (Ranacher et al., 2019). In order to reduce the thermal capacitance of the emitter and detector part, the silicon substrate is
Figure 1. Schematic of an integrated, non-dispersive mid-infrared (NDIR) sensor system. (a) Top view of the system, depicting a thermal emitter, a spectral filter, a multi-strip waveguide, and an infrared (IR) detector. (b) Cross section through the dash-dotted line shown in panel (a).

removed underneath these structures. A polysilicon waveguide between the emitter and detector ensures that the radiation can be guided along a controllable path (Ranacher et al., 2018b). Since the evanescent field of the waveguide is used for the interaction between the guided radiation and the surrounding gas, the waveguide length influences the reachable detection limit. Meander-shaped waveguides can increase the effective path length and therefore lower the detection limit without changing the footprint of the sensor too much. In this context, the waveguide geometry needs to be optimized such that coupling losses and intrinsic damping are as low as possible (Consani et al., 2018). Besides this tradeoff, the described waveguide concept allows a rather easy integration of a spectral filter, which allows us to determine the wavelengths guided (Nemec et al., 2005; Jannesari et al., 2017; Costa et al., 2003).

In this work, we present the fabrication of integrated polysilicon waveguide structures and their characterization with respect to the damping behavior and confinement factor. The discussed multi-strip waveguide concept is derived from former work by our group, in which we already investigated the idea of using a single-slot waveguide, designed for IR radiation, for gas sensing purposes (Ranacher et al., 2018a). The advantage of this array of coupled strips is that the coupling between waveguides pushes the electric field stronger in the gaps between the structures, as compared to an isolated strip, thus increasing the amount of field usable for the sensing and, finally, the efficiency. Additionally, having multiple waveguides allows for higher light throughput, and thus higher sensitivity to smaller concentrations can be achieved. Moreover, we discuss the involved processes during the micro-fabrication of the envisioned sensor system which have a negative impact on the waveguide quality. In particular, we present ways to maintain the waveguide quality throughout the employed process flow. Thereby, the entire fabrication is performed on 8 in. (≈ 200 mm) silicon substrates (wafers) in the industrial clean room facilities of Infineon Technologies Austria AG.

Details concerning the fabrication are provided in Sect. 3, followed by the description of the damping measurements in Sect. 3. The negative impact of subsequent dry-etching processes during fabrication on the waveguide structures is discussed in Sect. 4. This section also covers possible solutions to the problems described.

Preliminary results of this work were presented at the MikroSystemTechnik Kongress 2021 and published in its proceedings (Stocker et al., 2021). This extended paper provides further and deeper insights to the study and the experiments carried out.

2 Fabrication of multi-strip waveguide structures

The fabrication of the described waveguide structures is performed on 8 in. (≈ 200 mm) silicon substrates, which constitute a standard wafer diameter within the clean room facilities at Infineon Technologies Austria AG. The performed micro-fabrication employs a wide range of processes which are state of the art in the semiconductor industry and well explained in the literature (see, e.g., Cordes et al., 2010). As a first step in the fabrication, a system plane made of silicon oxide (SiO$_2$; 2 μm) and silicon nitride (Si$_3$N$_4$; 140 nm) is deposited on the substrate. This system plane is thought to act as a kind of insulating layer to decouple the waveguide from the substrate. The electric field of the guided modes should
Figure 2. The proposed multi-strip waveguide structure as platform for evanescent field sensing. (a) Schematic of a multi-strip waveguide structure. (b) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the fabricated waveguide. The waveguide is equipped with a coupler grating on the left (top view without tilt). (c) Simulated field distribution ($|E|$) for the lowest-order TE mode, revealing the evanescent field to be mainly present in the air gaps. Finite element method (FEM) simulation carried out in COMSOL Multiphysics® software.

not leak into the silicon substrate underneath. Therefore, this insulating layer helps to decrease the intrinsic damping of the waveguide. On top of the system plane, the bulk material for the actual waveguide, emitter, and detector is deposited, namely 660 nm of undoped polysilicon (Poly-Si), combining a standard chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process to deposit the silicon in an amorphous state and a temperature treatment at around 900 °C to bring the silicon into an polycrystalline state. In order to structure this layer and to form the individual components of the sensor system, a combination of photolithography (spin coating, exposure, and developing) and dry etching is performed. What follows is an implantation step which changes the electric conductivity of the polysilicon at the emitter and detector region. After this implantation, the AlN layer is deposited and structured, which is explained in Sect. 4. Finally, a metallic layer is deposited to cover the AlN and the contact pads at the emitter and detector to enable the wire bonding necessary for emitter steering and detector readout. A schematic of a resulting waveguide structure is shown in Fig. 2, together with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the corresponding fabricated structure. The dimensions of the shown waveguide structure are a strip width of 1.3 µm and a gap width of 0.4 µm. The SEM image also reveals a coupler grating located next to the multi-strip waveguide. This grating allows light to be coupled in from an external source into the waveguide, which is needed to perform damping measurements on the waveguide structures (see Sect. 3). The corresponding simulation of the electric field distribution ($|E|$) of the lowest-order TE (transverse electric) mode is shown in Fig. 2c. The finite element method (FEM) simulation, carried out in COMSOL Multiphysics® software, reveals the presence of the evanescent field mainly in the air gaps of the multi-strip waveguide.

From these simulations, we derived the chosen geometry for the fabricated and characterized waveguide structure, namely a strip width/gap width of 1.3/0.4 µm. According to simulations, this structure provides a confinement factor of around $Γ_{\text{sim}} = 16\%$ and a intrinsic damping of the order of $D_{\text{sim}} = 0.5 \text{ cm}^{-1}$.

Figure 3. Concept and corresponding test structures to determine the waveguide damping. (a) Schematic representation of the performed damping measurement. Light from an external laser is coupled in via a grating, transmitted through the waveguide, and coupled out towards an external detector. (b) Stitched SEM image of a fabricated test structure (top view without tilt).

3 Characterization of multi-strip waveguide structures

In order to quantify the quality of the fabricated waveguides with respect to intrinsic damping, the structures are equipped with coupler gratings. As shown in Fig. 3a and b, the gratings are located at the beginning and the end of the waveguide. Light from an external laser source (4.24 µm wavelength) is coupled in the waveguide, transmitted, and coupled out again. The transmitted intensity is thereby determined by an external detector. According to the Beer–Lambert model, the ratio of the transmitted intensity $I_{\text{out}}$ and the initially introduced intensity from the laser source $I_{\text{in}}$ is proportional to an exponentially decreasing function, as follows:
In the data, the measurement, but a chip-to-chip variation is perceptible. Therefore, the slope is stable (single chip measurement) over a series of measurements consists of three measurements performed on structures of the same geometry but of a different length (1.25, 2.5, and 5 mm). The damping value is determined as the slope of a linear fit, which is performed after plotting the measured data of the transmitted intensity on a logarithmic scale. Figure 4 reveals the results measured for the described waveguide geometry (strip/gap width of 1.3/0.4 μm). The measured values are subject to the coupling efficiency, which is affected by the grating quality and fiber alignment. The fiber alignment is stable over the measurement of three waveguides (three lengths) on the same chip as a reference. These images are taken directly after the removal of the photo resist, following the etching sequences during the subsequent processes throughout the entire process flow. Damage caused to the polysilicon by, e.g., plasma etching of the piezoelectric (AlN) or metal (AlSiCu) layer or residues of any kind, covering the polysilicon or present in the air gaps, increases the intrinsic damping. Details on the integration of a complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS)-compatible pyroelectric mid-IR detector based on AlN are given elsewhere (Ranacher et al., 2019). In order to ensure low intrinsic damping, the surfaces and side walls of the polysilicon need to be smooth, and the air gaps have to be free of residuals. The SEM images in Fig. 5a and b reveal the appearance of a clean, undamaged waveguide structure as a reference. These images are taken directly after the removal of the photo resist, following the etching sequences to form the waveguide and grating. In contrast, Fig. 5c reveals the negative influence of the silicon dry-etching following the wet-chemical metal etch when etching AlSiCu on the waveguide structures. The dry-etching sequence aims to remove Si grains from the wafer surface which remain after the wet-chemical etching step of the metal layer (AlSiCu). Besides removing the grains, it visibly increases the roughness of the polysilicon structures.

In order to avoid this kind of damage, one can substitute the material used for metallization. In the described context, pure Al or AlCu constitute suitable alternatives, as these materials allow wet-chemical etching without the need of a sub-

### Equation 1

\[ \frac{I_{\text{out}}}{I_{\text{in}}} \sim e^{-L \cdot D}, \]

where \( L \) and \( D \) are the length and the damping value of the investigated waveguide structure, respectively. A series of measurements consists of three measurements performed on structures of the same geometry but of a different length (1.25, 2.5, and 5 mm). The damping value is determined as the slope of a linear fit, which is performed after plotting the measured data of the transmitted intensity on a logarithmic scale. Figure 4 reveals the results measured for the described waveguide geometry (strip/gap width of 1.3/0.4 μm). The measured values are subject to the coupling efficiency, which is affected by the grating quality and fiber alignment. The fiber alignment is stable over the measurement of three waveguides (three lengths) on the same chip as the stage carrying the wafer can be used, but it can vary, as we need to move the wafer manually to access another chip. Therefore, the slope is stable (single chip measurement) over the measurement, but a chip-to-chip variation is perceptible in the data.

The value for intrinsic damping is found to be around \( D_{\text{exp}} = 1.6 \text{ cm}^{-1} \), which is roughly 3 times higher than predicted by simulations. The discrepancy between the simulated and the experimental damping value has two main contributors. First is the non-zero intrinsic loss of the silicon nitride layer which constitutes one part of the insulating layer underneath the waveguides. For the silicon oxide, layer properties, according to Kischkat et al. (2012), are considered to model the intrinsic damping. The second source of increased intrinsic damping is any kind of surface or sidewall roughness of the polysilicon strips. The simulations consider neither of these two effects. The choice to neglect the intrinsic loss of the nitride layer in this work is motivated by the strong dependence of the intrinsic damping of the waveguide on the extinction coefficient of the nitride (Pühringer et al., 2022), combined with the high variability in the optical parameters of \( \text{Si}_3\text{N}_4 \) reported in the literature, arising from the details of the fabrication process.

The experimental setup to determine the corresponding confinement factor is described elsewhere, as we characterized similar waveguide structures in the past (Ranacher et al., 2018c; Consani et al., 2018). For the described waveguide geometry, the experiments reveal a confinement factor of about \( \Gamma_{\text{exp}} = 14.6 \% \), which is in good agreement with the simulated value (\( \Gamma_{\text{sim}} = 16 \% \)).

### 4 Maintaining waveguide quality throughout the fabrication

The intrinsic damping of the waveguide structures results mainly from the geometry and the selection of the used materials. This includes the polysilicon for the waveguide itself and the silicon nitride and oxide layer underneath. The fabrication of the structures can be seen as a second-order influence. In this context, it is not only the lithography and the corresponding dry-etching process to form the waveguide and meet the dimensions given by the design. In addition, it is also a challenge to maintain the quality of the structures during the subsequent processes throughout the entire process flow. Damage caused to the polysilicon by, e.g., plasma etching of the piezoelectric (AlN) or metal (AlSiCu) layer or residues of any kind, covering the polysilicon or present in the air gaps, increases the intrinsic damping. Details on the fabrication process.
Figure 5. Influence of subsequent dry-etching processes on the surface roughness of the polysilicon (Poly-Si). (a) SEM image taken after waveguide and grating etch. Panels (b) and (c) represent a magnified view of the marked area (blue dashed rectangle) before and after treatment with a silicon dry-etching sequence following the wet-chemical metal etch of AlSiCu, respectively. All SEM images are taken with a tilt of 30°.

The structuring of the AlN is more challenging, as substituting the layer is not an option. The pyroelectric properties form the envisioned IR detector correspond to the use of this material. The structuring of this layer is done by means of lithography and a dry-etching process, which employs chlorine chemistry as an etchant. As revealed by Fig. 6a and b, the chlorine has no or too little selectivity between AlN and polysilicon. Thus, a short sequence of over-etching causes significant damage to the polysilicon structures. In this case, the damage is so strong that in-coupling of laser light and transmission through the waveguide is no longer possible, which corresponds to a damping value of $D > 10 \text{ cm}^{-1}$.

However, over-etching is necessary to ensure a uniform processing across the 8 in. (= 200 mm) wafer without leaving AlN residuals. Therefore, a protection concept is required. The schematic in Fig. 7a–d describes one approach to prevent the polysilicon structures from damage corresponding to the structuring of the AlN layer.

The idea is to deposit a silicon oxide layer ($\sim 400 \text{ nm}$) on top of the polysilicon and underneath the AlN, at the area where the AlN has to be removed (see Fig. 7a and b). It should act as a sacrificial etch stop layer and is chosen to be thick enough to accommodate an appropriate over-etching sequence without being entirely consumed (see Fig. 7c). A subsequent cleaning step removes the residual silicon oxide and reveals the underlying structures (see Fig. 7d).

The SEM images in Fig. 6c and d reveal the achieved quality of the waveguide structures fabricated that employ the introduced process flow to protect the polysilicon. While structures at the wafer edge still suffer from damage caused by the etching process, the structures at the wafer center show almost no such damage. The different quality of structures taken from the wafer center or edge is most likely linked to an insufficient uniformity of the dry-etching sequence with a varying etch rate across the wafer. In this context, increasing the thickness of the protective oxide layer or adapting process parameters of the dry-etching sequence are possible ways to further increase the yield of undamaged structures.

Figure 8 reveals the experimental results retrieved for protected waveguide structures taken from the wafer center.
The measured intrinsic damping of the corresponding structures is of the order of $D_{\text{center}} = 1.6 \text{ cm}^{-1}$. The experimental value for structures taken from the wafer edge is found to be $D_{\text{exp}}^{\text{edge}} = 5.3 \text{ cm}^{-1}$. Therefore, we can state that the described sequence is capable of protecting the waveguide structures from damage linked to the dry-etching process to structure the AlN layer. In particular, the waveguides taken from chips located at the wafer center reveal the potential of the described protecting sequence. The feasibility of integrating an AlN-based pyroelectric detector for the mid-IR together with sensitive, low loss, polysilicon waveguide structures constitutes a huge leap, with respect to the fabrication, towards a monolithic, fully integrated NDIR sensor system for on-chip gas measurements. In particular, this feasibility could pave the way for a generation of gas sensors combining high sensitivity and a small footprint.

5 Summary

Motivated by the idea to build an interesting platform for absorption spectroscopy using the evanescent field of the guided light, we have successfully demonstrated the fabrication and characterization of integrated plasmonic waveguide structures for mid-IR radiation. The target geometry of the fabricated multi-strip structures, retrieved from simulations, was chosen to be a $1.3 \mu\text{m}$ strip width, separated by $0.4 \mu\text{m}$ wide air gaps. The experimental values of the confinement factor and intrinsic damping could be determined to $\Gamma_{\text{exp}} = 14.6\%$ and $D_{\text{exp}} = 1.6 \text{ cm}^{-1}$, respectively, which meets the expectations from simulations when imperfections from fabrication are considered. Furthermore, as the suggested structures could also be integrated in a sensor system comprising a thermal emitter, a spectral filter, and an IR detector, we investigated a process sequence, to maintain the low intrinsic damping throughout a range of processes needed for emitter and detector integration. In particular, the described sequence is capable of protecting the polysilicon waveguide structures from damage linked to a dry-etching processes, employing chlorine chemistry as an etchant. Even though the uniformity of the processing can still be further improved, this work demonstrates the feasibility of integrating an AlN-based, pyroelectric detector for the mid-IR together with sensitive, low loss, polysilicon waveguide structures.
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